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I dont usually review DVDS but i am  certainly

open to it,so when i got an email from JACOB MORRISON- WOOD( WIENERWORLD)
about this DVD Naturally i was interested.Whilst not feeling to well I decided to sit and
watch the SOULIVE (BOWLIVE ) LIVE at the BROOKLYN BOWL that I had just received
. Right from the word go I began to wag my right leg as I enjoyed the music playing
these guys really can jam in the highest quality ever that I have seen to date .ERIC
KRASON ,ALAN EVANS and brother NEAL EVANS throw down in way that left me
envious of the crowd there, as I kept thinking I whished I was there this is so good.
When you first watch the DVD you are given the choice to watch with interviews or
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without I chose without first ,then rewatched it with the interviews of this two week soul
music festival .If you had to say  in one word what this is then word I would choose is
spontaneous because it all happens that way .I had never thought of mixing the two
music and bowling and these people have . One of my favourite parts of this is when
NIGEL HALL came on to jam with set and he and ERIC KRASON get it together on the
keyboards at that point I am sitting up in my bed ,head bobbing and hands clapping. If
you love all things live and know these dudes you have to have this in your collection,
another highlight is when IVAN NEVILLE joins the set to really get into it . Another act
that I liked that grabbed my interest was QUESTLOVE at this point I’m like gone .JAMES
BROWN was alive and SOUL POWER was back!!.Most definitely I enjoyed this set .IF
you know any one that loves real soul music this is a treat even for those who aren’t
quite sure as a found my son later watching  this ,his words

were COOL!!!.and that’s all I needed to hear .A BIG THANK YOU TO JACOB
MORRISON- WOOD( WIENERWORLD) for making a sick man feel real good ,I LOOK
FORWARD TO ANYTHING ELSE HAVE MY FRIEND.

Release date: 28 March 2011

Runtime: 2 hours approx

RRP: £15.99

click on label below to get a copy

 

 (http://www.wienerworld.com/)

below is the press release for this.

Any fan of soul, funk, and jazz should not hesitate to check out the music of Soulive as
well as this excellent new concert DVD." -- Paul Roy, Seattle PI
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 In March of 2010, the members of Soulive hauled their instruments through the doors of
a newly-opened warehouse-turned-music venue in Brooklyn that they would call home
for the next two weeks. Eric Krasno, Alan Evans and Neal Evans called on a multitude of
their closest friends and musical conspirators to join them over the next fortnight -
creating an incredibly broad guest lineup that included some of the pre-eminent guitar
virtuosos of our generation (Derek Trucks, Warren Haynes), some of the biggest names
in hip-hop (Questlove, Rahzel), and some of the most inventive improvisational players
in modern rock n' roll (Robert Randolph, Marco Benevento, Oteil & Kofi Burbridge).

The Brooklyn Bowl quickly became the mecca for these very distinct yet like-minded
musicians, where they returned night after night, donning the dress code for good times
(bowling shoes) and sharing famous Blue Ribbon fried chicken. The common thread that
tied together all these disparate ingredients quickly became palpable -- from the
transcendental heartfelt improvisations onstage to the homey & playful atmosphere
provided by the bowling alley, the Soulive residency was like nothing that had come
before it because all of those diverse elements fused to ultimately bring the Soul to
Brooklyn Bowl.
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